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                              Choose from our wide range of premium and free PowerPoint Templates and Google Slides Themes to create compelling presentations. 
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                          This Roadmap PPT template can be used to present insightful customer journey data to stakeholders. Showcase your increased customer satisfaction with this presentation template. Download Now!
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                          This template helps convey business strategy, performance data, and accomplishments to investors and key stakeholders. Use it to build an impactful business review presentation to impress your audience.
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                          This is one of the best templates for reviewing your business quarterly reports and annual information. Use it to display complex numbers effectively for all your business meetings. Get it now!
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                          Executives use the 30-60-90 day plan PowerPoint templates to set a clear vision roadmap and align expectations in the initial three months. Download now to build an achievable 90-day plan for your new role.
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                          This template can be adapted to situations where you want to visually communicate the idea of integration and collaboration. Break down complex concepts into manageable pieces by using the puzzle diagram template.
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                          This presentation slide template is professionally designed for managers, consultants, and HRs to showcase the change happening in the organization. Present a clear action plan to stakeholders with this customizable template.
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                          Craft a standout Resume with this slide. Showcase your skillsets, achievements and experience effectively. Build an impressive Resume to get noticed and land your dream job with this presentation template.
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                          Professionals use this template to highlight the steps involved in the growth of their business. Create presentations that give a clear understanding about the next steps with this PPT template.
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                          Foster employee development and advancement with our Employee Career Growth template. Visualize opportunities and inspire success. Elevate and showcase employee potential using this template!
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                Why Use Templates From SlideUpLift?
              

            
    




  
  
    
    
      
          
          Are you searching for appealing templates? Our vast library of PPT presentation templates cater to the needs of every business professional. Save time and increase your productivity with SlideUpLift's easy-to-use, fully editable free PowerPoint templates and Google Slides themes.
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                  	45,392 awesome templates that will fit any of your presentations
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                  	Deeply curated templates library for each business domain
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                  	No graphics skills required. Just download and start using templates


              
  
            

          

        

      
 
    

  
 




   




    
  
          

  
    
Explore 45,392 PowerPoint Templates for Professionals
  

    

    
      We at SlideUpLift cater to a variety of presentation needs by providing 45,392 templates to suit all your business needs. The PPT templates we offer cover an array of topics. Whether you work in Project Management, HR, Sales, Finance, Marketing or any other field, our 100% editable, ready-to-use premium and free templates cover all your business needs!
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	Resume
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	Executive Summary
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Choose From Our Carefully Curated Templates
  

At SlideUpLift, we understand the importance of making a lasting impression through compelling presentations. Our detailed and in-depth PowerPoint (PPT) templates are meticulously crafted to meet the diverse needs of various business domains. For example, for Project Managers, we have premium as well as free PPT templates that cover project planning, project timeline, project updates to project budget and various other aspects of a project in a presentation.

    

              Download PowerPoint Collection 
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            This template collection's minimalistic design and ready-to-use feature enhances your PPT and helps you create visually appealing presentations. Beautify your presentations easily using this PowerPoint template.

          

        

        
        Product RoadMap Templates
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            Mainly used by Project managers, this template collection showcases project plans, timelines, team structure, key milestones and mapping with roles and responsibilities, and much more.
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            The Funnel PowerPoint template collection is used to create presentations to analyze lead generation, customer journey, etc. Showcase a successful customer flow using this template.
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            The Case Study template collection is professionally designed for businesses to showcase their strengths and achievements. These presentation templates are useful to represent the case of either a product or service.
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            This Org Chart template collection can be used to showcase your Organization's team structure. Effectively communicate the team structure and their KRAs using this presentation slide template.
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Use PowerPoint Decks To Build Stunning Presentations
  

SlideUpLift's PowerPoint decks are a great starting point for your presentations. These decks are made of different templates, arranged in a logical order to form a full-fledged presentation. Skip the hassle of separately searching for different PPT templates or even starting your presentations from scratch. Our ready-to-use presentation themes have a deep collection of PowerPoint templates related to all business topics. Create engaging business presentations easily on our PowerPoint decks.


    
    
Download PowerPoint Themes
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            Create visually compelling presentations using this template. Showcase your meeting agendas, scorecards, financial summary, resource utilization report, etc., effectively for business review meetings.

          

        

        
        Business Review PowerPoint Theme
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            Business Pitch PowerPoint Deck is a vital presentation tool for the corporate world. The 15+ PPT slides cover all details of pitching your ideas, from the company's purpose, what problems they face, and what solutions you have.

          

        

        
        Business Pitch Deck PowerPoint Theme
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            This animated template is a flexible, multi-purpose presentation with artistic patterns. It is vital to create a narrative flow, increase engagement and interactivity, and improve information retention in your slides.
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            Use this Business Background presentation template to showcase the company profile, growth model and represent marketing strategies. Enhance your presentation with these detailed presentation slides.
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            This startup pitch presentation deck helps your business pitch stand out. It includes a description of the issue and proposal for solution. It can be used to showcase your team, financial initiatives, business model, and timelines.
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Transform Dull PowerPoint Slides Into Engaging Presentations
 

Easily liven up your slides with visual aids, including icons, 3D Models, PowerPoint Images, and Silhouettes. SlideUplift offers a wide range of professionally designed, easy-to-use graphics templates. Revolutionise your presentation game and create eye-catching presentations with our pre-designed graphic templates!

    
    
View PowerPoint Graphics
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            Use this template to outline the agenda for your business meetings. Streamline your presentations and meetings for maximum impact. Download Now!
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            Craft compelling value propositions effortlessly with our dynamic PowerPoint template. Elevate your business strategy today!
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            Chart your strategic plan, a project timeline, or highlight key milestones with this animated PPT template. Use it to visualize your goals and milestones seamlessly.

          

        

        
        Animated RoadMap Template
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            Use this template to illustrate data, concepts, or strategies with a 3-dimensional effect. Visualize concepts with depth and clarity. Get it now!
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            Showcase your strategic plans and drive growth and success for your business using this template. Streamline plans for maximum impact. Elevate your presentations now!

          

        

        
        Strategic Initiatives Template

             
   

   











 





  

  




  
     
  
        
  
  
    
PowerPoint Templates That Are Compatible With Google Slides
 

We offer templates that are fully compatible with Google Slides. With Google Slide templates and themes, you can easily edit and collaborate with other team members on the go. SlideUpLift simplifies that task for you by offering all our templates compatible with Google Slides as well. This enables a seamless switch between Google Slides and PowerPoint templates from anywhere. Our Google Slides themes also come with various customizable features and designs that align with your brand image.

    
    
Download Google Slides Themes
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            This Animated presentation template piques the audience's curiosity by summarizing content from extensive information. Summarize your content with this professionally designed template.

          

        

        
        Animated Executive Summary Google Slides Template
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            This Animated 30 60 90 day presentation template is the best choice for new project managers to plan the starting 3 months of a new role easily. It helps in specifying the business goals and evaluating whether the set goals are met or not.

          

        

        
        Animated 30 60 90 Day Plan Google Slides Template
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            This Animated template is best suited to highlight your organization's success. It is helpful in board meetings, investor pitches, project proposals, strategic reviews, and business plan presentations.

          

        

        
        Animated Lamp Business Strategy Google Slides Template
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            This template is effective in key business presentations. It can be used for agenda-setting of your important business meetings and presentations.
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            This template can be used by project managers to talk about their project progress. It contains visually appealing infographics to showcase complex data in an easy and effective manner.

          

        

        
        Project Status Dashboard Google Slides Template

             
   

   











 



  

  


  
     
  
        

  
    
Keep Ahead with New PowerPoint Templates
 


    
      Our collection of new slides will bring freshness and creativity to your presentations. Elevate your content with stunning designs, modern layouts, and seamless functionality. Captivate your audience and leave a lasting impression. Streamline your communication for maximum impact and stay on top with our latest PowerPoint templates. Upgrade your presentations today!

            
    
Explore New Templates
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            Transform your presentations with this template. Upgrade your communication and clearly convey the Who, What, When, Where, Why and How of any business situation.

          

        

        
        5W 1H Template
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            Typically used to streamline communication in business, you can use this presentation template to easily captivate your audience. Get yours now!

          

        

        
        4 Steps Templates Collection
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            Stay organized in 2024 with our sleek calendar PowerPoint template. Plan ahead with ease and style!
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            Use this Horizontal Rings Funnel Template to showcase your marketing and sales funnel. Engage your audience with a modern and dynamic visual approach! Download Now!
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            Showcase different ways working professionals can make money using the ESBI Model Template. Use it to engage your audience with a modern and dynamic visual approach. Get it Now!

          

        

        
        ESBI Model PowerPoint Template

             
   

   









  
  
    




  

  


 
     
  
        
  
  
    
Download Free Templates
  

Download our fully-editable free PowerPoint templates, professionally designed to ensure a consistent look and feel throughout your presentation. We understand that every PowerPoint presentation slide is unique; hence, we offer the largest collection of free templates online. Create visually appealing presentations using our free PPT templates and Google Slides themes now!

      
    
Try Us Out
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            This free SmartArt Pyramid template visually represents your information and ideas. You can use this presentation slide like an upward or downward funnel to highlight your hierarchy flow.
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            This free presentation slide template can be used to conduct root cause analysis. It is effective when presenting a solution to the core problem.

          

        

         
        Free Fishbone Template
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            This Animated free template is way more effective than the traditional layer diagram. Its free features can be used to display core competencies, hierarchy, next steps, and many other business-related topics.

          

        

        
        Free Animated 3D Steps Template
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            This SBAR template is beneficial for conducting HR sessions and company meetings. It has its own functionality and can be edited as required.
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            Use this Paper Plane Roadmap free template to create visually appealing presentations in any professional setting. Its minimalistic design and ready-to-use features enhance your presentation slides tenfold.
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          What More Do We Offer At SlideUpLift? 
 
          

       
      

        
        
        
          

        
          We offer more than just PowerPoint templates! You still have to tweak content after downloading our PPT templates. You can now save up on that time with SlideUpLift's Custom Slides and Professional Presentation Services. We will handle all your presentation load, to free you and focus on other important tasks.

          

      

      
        


  

  
    
      
       
         
   
    
          
          
          Your browser does not support the video tag.
        
          

    
    
         
        
Our Templates, Your Customization
        

        
    

        
        
 
        
          
          No two business presentations are the same. It is likely that you will want to make changes to our templates to make them unique to your business requirements. Wait no more! Whether it is a premium or free template, ask us to customize any template to suit your business needs and brand design. Whether it be any element - shape, color, icon, images, content - you name it and we will customize the PPT template for you!
          

          Customize Business Templates

        
          
        

      
     

     

   

   
   
 
  
    
    
        
          
          
            

              Bring Your Presentation to Life With Our Custom Slides Services 
                  
            

            
        

        
          
 
          
          If you find yourself spending too much time while preparing presentations, we have got you covered! Our Custom Slides service is more than just templates. Ask us to make one slide or an entire presentation one time, and we will put our best designs at work to create compelling presentations for you!
          

          Try Custom Slides

        
          
    

    
        
          
          
          Your browser does not support the video tag.
          
        
          
  
      

    
      
      

      
  

  
   




  
      
       
         
   
    
          
          
          Your browser does not support the video tag.
        
          

    
    
        
        
Upgrade Your Presentations With Professional Presentation Services!
        

        
    

        
        
 
        
          
          Creating high-impact presentations is not just about a collection of templates and slides. It has to do with inculcating elements like storytelling, designing, brand tonality, presentation logic. SlideUpLift fills this important need by bringing in deep expertise in Business Consulting, Storytelling, logic building, color, vision science, and great skills in tools like PowerPoint and Google Slides. Deliver impactful presentations without the hassle of creating them with SlideUpLift Presentation Services!
          

          Try Presentation Services

        
          
        

      
     

     

   

   
   

  
   


  
      
      Explore Our Blog
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          30 60 90 Day Plan: What Is It & How To Create One?

 
          
          Master the art of strategic onboarding with a 30 60 90 day plan. Use it to set clear objectives, prioritize tasks and make a lasting impression in your new role.
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          10 Best PowerPoint Templates For Presentations


          
           Elevate your presentations with our curated selection of the 10 best templates. From sleek corporate designs to creative infographics, discover the perfect visual toolkit to captivate your audience.
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          How To Write An Executive Summary?


          
               Learn the art of crafting a compelling executive summary with our expert tips. Streamline your communication with a concise yet impactful summary that highlights the essence of your business proposal or report.

              

        

        

       
    

  
    
    
  


      

    

  


  




   







  
     
  
        
  
  
    How SlideUpLift is helping Business Professionals
 





        
          

          

            
    
     
         
             
            
                   
            
              I frequently engage SlideUpLift's Presentation services to create customized pitch decks for investors. I am able to offload this work to them as the team has a right mix of graphic designers and management consultants ensuring professional outlook of presentations. 
            

            
              - Derek Pointing, Entrepreneur
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              I am always looking for new and engaging PowerPoint presentation templates. I found a minimalistic looking template that had beautiful animation from SlideUpLift. The price was ridiculously low - compared to others out there. As well, I asked them to make a small tweak to the PPT template I purchased, and they responded quickly with my request. SlideUpLift will be my "go-to" source when needing presentation templates.  
            

            
              - Kim M., Administrator for Community Relations, Glendale  
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              Loved how SlideUpLift PPT templates are so well organized in deep categories and easily searchable. I can quickly find what I need.
            

            
              -  Angela Lee, Brand Manager  
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    FAQs


  
    
     

  What are PowerPoint templates?
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    These templates are a blueprint of individual slides, having a defined layout, color, font, style, background, that can be saved as .potx file. Pre-designed templates act as a starting point and ease your job when creating presentations.

 
  


 

  Why should you use templates to make presentations?
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    Using a PowerPoint template is a clever way of creating presentations, ensuring a harmonious visual appeal across your presentations. Opting for templates means you don't require graphic design skills. Apart from this, they serve several purposes - Consistency, Time-Saving, Professionalism, Branding, Visual Appeal, Focus on Content. With numerous free PowerPoint presentation templates available at SlideUpLift, crafting an engaging and well-structured presentation has never been easier.
 
  




  Where to find templates and themes that can be customized?
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    Explore 40,000+ templates and themes on SlideUpLift. Once you find a template that suits your presentation needs, you can customize it by changing the font style, color scheme, adding infographics, etc.
 
  





  How to create presentations using templates?
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      To create captivating presentations using our collection:
      
	Browse from our collection of PowerPoint templates and find the one that matches your needs.
	Customize the template by changing the fonts, color scheme, and more to sync with your brand guidelines.
	Once done, share and present it to respective stakeholders.


     
  




  What different types of  templates can I get?
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      You can get a variety of templates online related to business, education, lifestyle, etc. At SlideUpLift, you can find templates to suit every business professional's needs. Our collection consists of a range of premium and free templates. Some of the popular templates available for professionals are Marketing Templates, Business Templates, Project Management Templates, HR Templates, Finance Templates, etc. to name a few.
      

  




  How can I download free templates?
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    Downloading free templates on SlideUpLift is easy. Type "Free" in the website's top navigation search bar to explore all the free PPT templates and Google Slides themes available.
 
  



  
  How can I buy PowerPoint presentation templates from SlideUpLift?
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    To buy PowerPoint slide templates on SlideUpLift, browse the extensive collection on various business topics. Once you find the perfect PowerPoint template for your presentation, you can purchase it by following the checkout process or buying the membership in case you frequently make presentations.
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SlideUpLift’s mission is to make it easy for anyone to create world class presentations by providing access to premium training, content and PowerPoint templates.
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